Crack cocaine users living on the streets – gender characteristics

Abstract The increase in the use of crack cocaine constitutes a challenge to public health in Brazil. The objectives of this article are to identify how gender relations are constituted in the daily lives of crack users, and to analyze the dynamics that permeate the construction of these relationships involving exchange and power. This is a qualitative, descriptive, exploratory study of phenomenological orientation. The data was collected from crack users living on the streets in the Manguinhos community in the city of Rio de Janeiro. Eight focus groups (n = 31) were conducted and there were two individual interviews between June and August 2011. In the groups, the reports of the young men and women differed in terms of the establishment of bonds of affection; in the role attributed to crack as an operator in conflict mediation; in the use of the body as exchange/prostitution; and in the generation and care of offspring. Some shifts were observed with respect to traditional and hierarchical arrangements of gender. The study of the relationships established in this research reveals that it is not possible to point to simply perpetrators or victims. What emerges in the analysis is a plural and fluid universe, which is in permanent construction, with shifts that sometimes favor women and sometimes favor men.
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Introduction

Data on the use of crack cocaine (henceforth referred to as ‘crack’) in Brazil reveals a discreet and stable consumption within the Brazilian population during 2001-2005. However, there is strong evidence that from 2009 onwards the use of this substance, and its association with several health problems, has become more frequent1.

Crack users often engage in risky behavior in order to maintain their consumption patterns and they are in a position of great social vulnerability. In general, they do not have access to education or formal work and most of them live on the streets2-4.

In a survey of young people and adults aged 12 - 65, living in 108 cities with more than 200,000 inhabitants in Brazil, males had a higher prevalence of crack use, both in 2001 and in 20051. Another study, which was conducted with students of primary and secondary education in the public and private school systems in 27 capital cities, pointed to differences in substance use among young users: a higher proportion of young males reported illicit drug use, including crack, while young people women reported a higher consumption of drugs without prescription5. However, even if the prevalence of male crack consumption is higher, women have a more significant risk of contracting sexually transmitted diseases, such as hepatitis and HIV, due to a greater use of the female body as a form of exchange for drugs. Women have a large number of sexual partners and condoms are seldom used during sex6-7. There are frequent reports of physical and sexual violence among this group of women (especially related to negotiations about the use of condoms)8.

Brazilian studies about the use of crack have primarily focused on students in elementary and secondary education, health professionals, university students, and children and adolescents living on the streets. Within the aforementioned studies the following issues have been most common: risky sexual behavior; the profiles of crack users; and the areas where crack circulates5-8. The relationship between women, prostitution and drug addiction has been addressed in international studies that have dealt with issues such as public policy, violence, barriers to access to health services, and social vulnerability9-11. However, there is an under-representation of Brazilian studies on this subject, more specifically regarding the abuse of substances by the female population. There are particularly few studies that focus on the prevalence of the use of crack in terms of gender and the practice of prostitution, as well as other related aspects12. For example, issues such as the class or gender of those who exchange sex for money or drugs have been little discussed13.

The term ‘gender’ establishes a biological demarcation between what is culturally constructed and attributed to the female and male sexes. This term can be used to refer to a system of signs and symbols that mark relations of power, hierarchy and constant negotiations between the sexes14,15. Analyses that address gender issues need to include aspects related to sex, sexuality, sexual orientation, race/ethnicity and social class16.

The roles that are socially assigned to women and men are gradually constructed within social, cultural and economic relationships. These roles are mainly allocated so as to favor certain more hierarchical power relations, and sometimes in relation to violence against women17,18. Gender violence is a concept that should be understood through the dynamics of social relations and not only by legal proceedings. It should also include the identity of minorities that are discriminated against because it will have different impacts on children, adolescents, women, men and the elderly19.

This perspective helps us to understand the dynamics of conjugal relations without incurring the error of simply victimizing women or blaming men, given that this phenomenon is much more complex than simply searching for victims and perpetrators20,21.

This study highlights the relationships constructed between women and men who are crack users. Consequently, the following objectives stand as benchmarks for this analysis: to identify the nature of the gender relations in the daily lives of crack users living on the streets, and to analyze the dynamics that permeate the construction of these relationships involving exchange and power.

This study considers people who live on the streets to be a heterogeneous population group that has in common factors such as extreme poverty, interrupted or weakened family ties, the absence of regular conventional housing, and that uses public places, either temporarily or permanently22.

Method

This is a qualitative, descriptive, exploratory study of phenomenological orientation, which
is based on the narratives of male and female crack users living on the streets of the city of Rio de Janeiro; the data was collected between June and August 2011.

This study examines the qualitative dimension of “an exploratory study about the profile of crack users in three Brazilian cities” 

The data was collected in the community of Manguinhos/Jacarezinho in the city of Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, which is a neighborhood known for the presence of drug trafficking and the use of crack by people on the streets in outdoor public spaces, which are known as “cracolândias” (cracklands).

This study included the participation of men and women aged over 18, who were regular users of crack (for at least three days each week in the previous three months), with behavior that would allow participation in groups; they were recruited on the streets through the help of the main participant in this study. The group meetings were conducted in the Family Clinic, a primary health care unit located within the community.

Before being included in this study, all the participants read and signed an informed consent form (ICF). The study was submitted to the Ethics Committee of the Institute of Psychiatry at the Federal University of Rio de Janeiro (UFRJ) and to the National Commission for Research Ethics, CONEP, and was approved.

Using a previously established script, and also an identification sheet, eight focus groups (n = 31) were conducted. The script was intended to focus on the following issues: the subjective and bodily experiences that motivate crack use, both during and after use; the relationships between men and women that are mediated by crack; affective relationships; the use of the body; the management of conflicting relationships between couples; and the autonomy to make decisions. By these means we tried to access certain phenomena of consciousness, i.e. ideal objects that exist in the minds of individuals that are provided with “significance”.

Furthermore, in order to meet the objectives of the study there were two individual interviews with a man and a woman who had participated in the focus group stage, to amplify some relevant points.

Two groups were formed that consisted only of women; this was intended to allow discussion of matters that had proved difficult to discuss in the presence of men. The interviews were recorded and lasted an average of 40 minutes; they were later transcribed. The original names were replaced by fictitious names.

After a first reading, the results were pre-categorized into an explanatory scheme: gender hierarchy, conjugalities and sexual practice. Constant re-readings were made comparing them with the original scheme. A second group was organized because of themes that were perceived in the statements. These themes were: narratives of silence; resistance and permanence in everyday affections; and the use of the body.

**Results**

The socio-demographic profile of the 31 individuals (13 men and 18 women) revealed that 23 of them were from the city of Rio de Janeiro, 20 were mixed race, and only one was white. In addition, 22 were single, 25 had incomplete primary education, 24 had no religion, 22 were involved in informal work (of which 9 were unemployed) and 28 did not receive any government benefits.

**Narratives of silence: resistance and permanence in everyday affections**

The everyday affections of crack users emerge through different relationships that are marked by positions of “resistance” and “permanence”, and which can be examined from a gender perspective.

We define “resistance” here as that which breaks with more traditional attitudes within a hierarchical reading of gender – the organization between men and women based on criteria of power and subordination. Such postures of resistance point to the possibility of more equal agreements among those who participated in this survey.

The term “permanence” denotes behaviours and attitudes in the environment that was studied that corroborate with more traditional and hierarchical gender relations.

The daily routine of crack use is marked by different modes of agreement. It was possible to observe the need on the part of those who participated in this study to constitute bonds that are similar to those of a family. Certain groups were organized so that their interactions were marked by relationships between women and men that were more in keeping with solidarity, and these relationships were actually referred to as “family.” It was noted in the interviews that there were agreements that were less hierarchical; those that
involved the sharing of food, crack, support and protection.

These agreements were arranged in such a way as to benefit one or another, depending on the pressing interests of the moment. Thus, when referring to a previous relationship, Renata pointed to a more equal form of coexistence:

There was a dialogue; there was an arrangement between us (Renata).

It is also possible to see that crack operates as a method of exchange between couples and that it acts as a mediator in tense situations. When questioned about the experiences that she had the last time she used crack, Rebecca stated:

[...] I wasn’t thinking about using it, but it was just that his father [the father of Rebeca’s son] uses my addiction to keep me in the house [...] he hates me, he sees that I’m angry, that I’m about to leave, he says: here, buy your drugs! According to Rebeca, her partner was also a crack user.

Violence is present in daily life. Situations of aggression and threats are present among couples, in most cases aimed at women. In the mixed groups, it was the men who mentioned these situations. The women tended to “naturalize” the pain attributed to the use of crack.

This was clear in the speeches of this group when Rosa started talking about the pain that she frequently feels. She was then interrupted by one of the males in the group, who stated that the aggression that Rosa had suffered from her husband was responsible for her pain. He added, pointing to the other women in the group:

[...] These women here are the victims of beatings! (Reginaldo).

The silence of the women, which was repeated at various times in the focus groups, was illustrated when Rita refused to talk. When she was asked about what it was like to be a provider of sexual services for crack users, despite the insistence and provocation of Robson, she clammed up, supported by Ruth, who was another member of the group.

With regard to maternity and paternity, it was strongly observed that a more traditional, hierarchical organization held sway, with clearly defined roles for men and women. In these cases, the women still occupy a prioritized place regarding responsibility for childcare and multiple other tasks; the men mostly relate to paternity in an irresponsible manner.

For these women, despite all the weakness that crack consumption can bring them, there is no dispute about their responsibility for childcare:

[...] My day is complicated because of the responsibility for him [adopted son of the participant], he studies in the morning, leaves here at seven in the morning [...] finishes there at four in the afternoon [...] I go to work [...] he gives me a lot of headaches [...] he doesn't want to leave me [...] but he is my son because he calls me mother [...] (Rebeca).

As for the men, a large number of them had children but most of them did not assume any responsibility for them, often having little or no contact with them:

[...] Well I’m single now! I have eight children but I couldn’t tell you their ages. (Ronaldo)

With regard to pregnancy, the women who were prostitutes were keen to assert that their children were the result of choices that occurred within specific relationships, and that drugs were not responsible for their pregnancies.

Ronda made it clear that her three children were the result of her choices:

[...] My kids were born because I allowed it to happen. I became involved with somebody specifically so that I would become pregnant. My oldest son is ten years old, the middle one is four and the youngest is three. Look at the gaps I put between their ages [...] (Ronda).

[...] Drugs do not cause pregnancy! Do you understand? (Raqueli).

Even when they decided to leave their children for adoption, these women related it to an act of responsibility in relation to the baby’s life.

[...] My daughter was born on the street [...] afterwards I went by ambulance to the hospital [...] only I preferred to leave the girl there [...] how I was going to stay with a child in the street? My daughter could have died from an infection. (Ronda).

The interviews contained concerns about HIV infection. Most of the women who worked as prostitutes made it a point to say that they didn’t use condoms, claiming to have “a prejudice against their clients” (Raqueli). When they were asked about how they obtained condoms some of them said that got them by exchanging them for crack.

The fact of being a mother was reported as containing a certain measure of status.

The jealousy of the women without children in relation to those who did have children was evident.

[...] Every time I get pregnant she becomes pregnant as well. (Renata).
Silence: prostitution and the use of the body – resistance and permanence

The different ways in which the use of the body occurred emerged in the narratives of the interviewees, who highlighted the use of the body as a means of subsistence. Prostitution is routine in the life of those who were interviewed, but with different nuances. It is clear that they make a distinct effort to separate what they consider to be affection-loving choices – from what they consider to be “work.”

The use of the body, either for money or for crack, is commonplace for both men and women. In one of the groups male prostitution was openly acknowledged, for example in a humorous way when males were asked if they had been offered money or crack to prostitute themselves.

Renan, Robson and Reinaldo were very relaxed about discussing the issue:

[...] Various gays [...] they turn up without any shame! And I go, and when it comes to the moment I don’t go through with it [laughs]. (Reinaldo)

However, female prostitution seemed to be surrounded with caution and some strategies of silencing. In the groups it was observed that the women always needed to stress that it was “other” women who were involved in prostitution rather than themselves, which suggests how prostitution can be problematic for their male partners.

[...] If he knew, he would kill me! He would prefer it if I went into a shopping mall and stole everything, if I were arrested, than if I did ‘that’ for anyone. (Raquel).

These women’s boyfriends or partners often know about the activities of their women, and even share the gains, but this activity cannot become public, and in no way should it be visible to the other males in the group. Some of the women are blackmailed by other men and they have to “pay” for their silence, either with money or with crack.

[...] If you say that you will not give a piece of crack to that person who knows, they will be all over my boyfriend and will tell him that I have been turning tricks. Certainly, blackmail exists. (Rosinda).

However, other forms of agreements were also evident. The “control” of the female body oscillates and sometimes tends to favour the female side with respect to the power of seduction:

[...] It’s easier for women, just with a look ... a woman just needs to look at a guy and he’s going to give her money [...]. (Reinaldo).

At other times this form of control works in favour of men, for example, when what is at stake is related to physical force:

[...] For work ... to get some money together, like work. Only give work to a man because men can handle it. (Reinaldo).

Women seem to be more able to take a beating ... if you can get by the guys find out, men get beaten much more [...]. (Reinaldo).

Discussion

For those who participated in this study, crack plays an important mediating role between the different possible affective agreements in their daily lives. These findings, in a similar way to other studies, indicate a predominance of men and women with a profile of low levels of education and informal working practices.

Our findings revealed that agreements to share (from food to crack) form part of everyday life. This fact is both interesting and revealing because, contrary to what common sense might suggest (i.e. despite the heavy use of crack), these people are able to establish links, partnerships and affective choices, even if the latter are mediated by crack. Consequently, in the context of crack use, a relational space prevails where different agreements and exchanges are constructed.

This research revealed strong evidence of what we would refer to as “narratives of silence”. This silence takes on different meanings and it can be representative of permanence in agreements that are based on a traditional gender hierarchy. However, it can also be evidence of resistance in relation to pre-established and agreed discourses between men and women. This was especially observed when topics such as violence and the use of the body for prostitution were discussed.

Therefore, particularly in terms of relationships that are influenced by the presence of violence, it would be incorrect to assume the victimization of women or the guilt of men, thereby simplifying roles that can be assigned to victims and perpetrators.

These “narratives of silence” in the mixed groups indicated the possibility of a certain “re-
sistance” by the women – in the sense that they would talk when they wanted to, and not when asked to by other people. When the option was silence, it seemed that they were giving support to each other not to talk, as a specific choice. This is the type of resistance that makes it possible to “challenge” gender relations that are more hegemonic, traditional and hierarchical, as has been indicated by other writers. Power relations can arise in everyday life either explicitly or implicitly and those which are analyzed in the present study are challenged by women who participated in this study through a strategy of opting to remain silent.

Bearing in mind that the mixed groups were also composed of couples, we understand that talking openly might have threatened relationships of trust between peers that were related to drug use, as has been pointed out by other authors. There are some cultural determinants that are still very deeply rooted, and which are present in the construction of male and female roles, regardless of what has been discussed by feminist movements.

The narratives contained in this study sometimes contain support for a more traditional hierarchical organization in which women are considered to be responsible for the care of the young and men are seen as providers who support the use of drugs (crack), often assuming a position of superiority.

On the other hand, in the groups that only comprised women there was evidence of what can be recognized as a form of “resistance” and positions that contain the likelihood of making choices. In these groups, statements in support of motherhood, and the separation of that from the use of the body for work (prostitution), were very clear.

Being a mother appears to allow the possibility of rising to a privileged place in the group, thereby giving these women very important status, i.e. that of possessing something produced or designed in a particular way, and which sometimes originates from their own choices. Motherhood has a function that reaffirms them as women and that allows them to be more respected by the other males and female with whom they live. This goes against what many other authors have indicated as being the reason for women becoming pregnant, which under different analyses, still constitutes a value that defines being female.

However, the characterization of motherhood as an act of love or responsibility needs to be explored in greater detail by further studies.

The direct and simplistic assertion that women are “victims” of their partners is not sufficient to express the complexity of relational arrangements that arise in extreme adversity, as is the case of the everyday situation of people living on the streets.

There were reports of agreements between partners that suggest situations characterized by greater violence. However, when such situations are analyzed within the setting of “cracolândia” they point to much more complex codes and reveal agreements within certain relationships where “control” fluctuates, sometimes favoring women and sometimes men.

In the narratives about prostitution in the present study, crack appears as either contributing to the maintenance of hierarchical roles or as “breaking” the power of those roles for some of the women who were interviewed.

It was particularly noteworthy that prostitution was a prevailing informal activity among the group of women, which corroborates the analysis of other authors on this issue.

In the statements about the use of body and female prostitution it was noticed that there was a “pact of silence”, based on what might be called a “question of honor”. Sometimes it is necessary to “pay” in order to ensure silence about something that is commonplace, but revealing. In this way, crack is the main method of currency in relations, and it can either ensure silence or not. However, some authors suggest that power relations contribute to women being forced to share equipment for drug use, at the risk of violence, particularly arising from men.

Some writers have suggested that, in general, drug users tend to seek partners who bring them benefits. The narratives in our study point to crack being a major factor in mediating relationships between women and men who use this drug.

Conclusions

Our immersion in the universe of crack users, through focus groups and interviews, revealed that despite the extreme violence that exists in Manguinhos it is a particularly rich and dynamic context.

Through the narratives, it was observed that despite the relevance of crack in the lives of the individuals who were interviewed, in certain situations they are able to make choices and agreements. The demarcation of groups referred to as
“families” clearly demonstrates the possibility of establishing choices, i.e. strong, well defined ties. Such choices are manifested in the narratives, which speak of everyday life, of affections, about the means to “make a living” by resorting to prostitution for cash or crack, for example, but also by preserving life through agreements and alliances.

Analyzing the issues relating to gender and power that emerged in the statements it was possible to observe the coexistence of permanence and resistance, as well as agreements that were more and less hierarchical. Although at a first sight it may seem that relationships rooted in a traditional hierarchy of gender are predominant, such as the responsibilities of motherhood and childcare, a closer look at the material shows the presence of lines of flight, of movements towards taking positions on the part of crack users, such as attempts to reaffirm positions of choices about having children or whether or not to use condoms. However, these issues need to be further developed in future studies.

Although the influence of certain socio-cultural determinants was observed in the narratives, for example in the demarcation of scripts regarding what should be male and the female, the way that they are played out on a daily basis for those who were interviewed was polysemic in nature.

Understanding how the relationships between male and female crack users are established enables the development of prevention and intervention strategies that can valorize gender issues. It also makes it possible to think about ways in which to approach these people in order to facilitate their access to available treatment sites.

In this research, the study of established relationships revealed that it was not possible to point to perpetrators or victims. What emerged was a plural and fluid universe in a permanent stage of construction, with shifts that sometimes work in favor of women and sometimes in favor of men.

Among the limitations of this study was the need to expand the number of individuals who participated. All the verbal contributions were self-authorized, which may have been influenced by the presence of men and women in the same group, as well as police raids in that community. Although we arranged focus groups that were composed only of women, we did not arrange focus groups solely comprised of men, which would have allowed us to better hear the opinions of male crack users. The data regarding the socio-demographic profile of those interviewed needs to be expanded; issues such as family composition and the economic power of the individuals were not sufficiently detailed. In addition, the details of how individuals started using crack, and the factors that led to that choice, should be included in future research.

Thus, it is suggested that further exploratory studies should be performed to expand upon the universe that was researched and also to value the voices of both men and women. The material that was investigated points to the need for greater investment in research that can assist in building forms of care that are consistent with the real needs of crack users.
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